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TAXON 21(5/6): 567 - 606. NOVEMBER 1972

CHARACTERSAND CLUSTERINGIN TAXONOMY: A SYNTHESIS
OF TWO TAXIMETRICPROCEDURES1
Pierre Legendre2,3and David J. Rogers2

Summary

The problem of producing a classification from data gathered on specimens has two
main components: first the information about the specimens must be structured as
charactersand characterstates in such a way that it carries the most information about
the taxonomic structureof the objectsunder study, the mathematical'noise' being eliminated as much as possible. Then this information must be handled in such a way that a
hierarchicalpartitioning of the objects, called classification, is derived.
This paper presents computer-aidedmethods for the accomplishmentof these steps.
These methods were worked out to be both mathematicallyand biologically sound. The
character analysis method (called CHARANAL) uses information theory to measurethe
amount of information common to pairs of characters, and derives from it various
measures for the comparison of characters. The clustering technique presented here
(entitled GRAPH), on the other hand, is based upon graph theory, and is intended to
representthe thought process of the 'classical' taxonomist. For each method are given a
general explanation, a detailed explanation of the mathematicsinvolved, an example, and
a section on interpretationof results.
Resume'

Une classification produite ' partir des donnies recueilliessur des specimensresulte de
deux manipulations successives de ces donnies: il faut d'abord structurerl'information
que l'on poss'de sous la forme de differentes descriptions d'un certain nombre de
caracteres,et faire en sorte que l'informationtaxonomiquementsignificative soit preservie
et que le brouillage mathbmatiquesoit 6limind le plus possible. Par la suite cette meme
information doit servir ' produire une serie hierarchiquede partitions des objets sous
etude, ce qui s'appelleune classification.
Les auteursprbsententici pour ce faire des m6thodesd'analyse par ordinateur derivies
de principes biologiques et mathematiquesreconnus. Pour l'analyse des caractkres(pro'
gramme CHARANAL), l'information commune des paires de caractbresest mesurbe
suivant les principes de la thdorie de l'information, ce qui permet de deriver diff6rentes
mesures pour la comparaison des caractkres.La technique de groupement des objects
(programmeGRAPH) dbrive d'autre part de la th6orie des graphes et essaie de reproduire aussi fiddlement que possible le cheminement de la pensee du taxonomiste dit
'classique'.A la suite de l'explication gknbrale,on retrouveraune explication dbtaill"ede
l'aspect mathbmatique,un exemple ainsi qu'une section sur I'interpretationdes resultats,
ce pour chacunedes deux techniques.
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Introduction
Over the past 12 to 15 years, a considerable amount of effort has been
expended to understand the methods and thought processes by which taxonomists produce classifications. During this period, several schools and
workers have developed various models of various parts of the classification
process, but there has been little overall effort to integrate the methods into
a flowing step-wise set of processes. The most prominent of these efforts
has been in procedures to make the process of clustering more objective.
Clustering, which is indeed a major part of the classification process, attemps to place specimens, or taxa, into hierarchical groups, indicating the
various levels of relationships between the objects which form clusters. Once
clustering techniques were established, it became painfully obvious that
there was great need to consider the information, or characters, which were
used in the clustering process, because, no matter how powerful the clustering
model was, there were frequent cases when the clusters formed did not meet
the necessary criteria required by taxonomists to reflect the biological
relationships of the organisms comprising the clusters.
Various attemps have been made to improve the clustering process. One
obvious attempt is to consider a very large number of characters simultaneously, rather than by making a priori judgements about which characters were "good" or "bad". Hopefully, by describing as many characters as
possible, and using all of them simultaneously, one would overcome the
serious problems caused by inept weighing of the characters. This led numbers of people to attempt scaling techniques, by which there would be no
more, no less, value assigned to each character. It has also become painfully
obvious that there are as many dangers in this process as there are in the a
priori, intuitive process of selecting characters. For example, in using many
characters, one may measure the same character in different ways, thus injudiciously introducing a biased classification towards one small component
of the gene pool, and either ignoring, or underemphasizing other important
components.
Such processes have frequently led to more and more models to test this or
that component of the model, each step generating more and more numbers,
and at the same time, separating the taxonomist farther and farther from
his initial objective of classification. Since it is obvious that "good" classifications have been produced, some of them well over one hundred years
ago, it should also be obvious that the most useful process to build models
from would be to examine carefully what a number of taxonomists can agree
upon as useful procedures, and to then build models which reflected the best
thinking these taxonomists have done. This is a rather difficult process, but
one which eventually produces the best results. The difficulty lies in the fact
that the "good" taxonomists seldom state the methods by which they reach
decisions, but place before us the results of their thinking, and leave to the
less-good taxonomist, or non-taxonomist, the enormous job of deciding
how decisions were made which produced a good classification.
Basically, it has become apparent that good taxonomists are outstanding
pattern analysts. By some process, they have learned to distinguish between
patterns which were reliable and predictive, and those which were confusing and unpredictable (in the jargon of the information specialist, "noisy
signals"). Furthermore, it is apparent that the basic process used to select a
character is a comparative one - comparing a known pattern with a new
TAXON VOLUME 21
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or undefined pattern. Whether the taxonomist compared only external
morphology, or anatomical structure, chemical structure or cytological
information, made no real difference. If the taxonomist gives us a character
(or a classification) by comparing known against unknown, and reflects in
the unknown the same clear differentiation as in the known, he has provided a pattern, reproducable and understandable by others.
It is further apparent that good taxonomists must have a broad-ranging
knowledge of the groups of organisms under study (and other, related
groups), in order to select patterns which will serve the purpose of producing
a good classification. Thus it is not only an insult to well-trained biological
taxonomists to attempt to have an "intelligent ignoramus" (Sokal and Rohlf,
1970) make a classification, it is also absurd.
There is still much confusion caused by the failure to separate clearly the
methods of thought employed in making models from the multitudinous
data confronting the taxonomist. For example, Michener (I970) has no
clear definition of the structure of a character in the first part of his paper,
but toward the end, he seems to have clarified his own thinking. Mayr (1970)
describes the character in terms of its biological nature, but does not tell
the basic requirement that a character must serve to make a useful classification. There is a further misconception that all classifications, to qualify
as "good", must both reflect the modern-day relationships between taxa,
and reflect the phylogeny of the group of organisms. The dualism inherent
in this requirement frequently is the cause of poor classifications.
In this paper, we attempt to describe together two separate models, which
have been previously described separately (Estabrook, 1966, 1967; Wirth
et al., 1966), in hopes that their juxtaposition herein provides better insight
into the methods employed by taxonomists. The first model (the analysis
of characters) reflects the processes of sorting and sifting of information
as a taxonomist begins his process of classification, starting with many
potential characters, and eventually choosing from the many potential ones
those which will clearly aid in the process of classification, and rejecting,
or modifying the poor characters which do not provide useful patterns. The
second model (clustering) indicates the continuing process of synthesizing the
individual characters chosen from the first model, in two basic steps. The
first part of the clustering requires that the same measure of similarity between all the objects be provided, and the second part is that which is formally the clustering. In the second part, all the measures of similarity derived
in the first part are used to place together in clusters, hierarchically and in a
non-overlapping manner, all the objects for which similarities have been
derived. Our philosophy with respect to the building of the models described
below was that they must reflect the thinking of taxonomists, they must be
mathematically sound, they must provide information to the taxonomist to
aid in his decision-making, and they must be made into practical computer
programs.
SECTION I: CHARACTER ANALYSIS

What are the requirements of a character for a classification? A character,
at a minimum, must partition the objects under study into nonoverlapping
groups. To accomplish this requirement, a character must be structured as a
rule which associates with each organism (specimen) in a collection under
study one member of a set of nonoverlapping descriptions called character
NOVEMBER 1972
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states. A necessary property of the states of any character is that they are
independant: in other words, for any given state of a character, we have
to be able to say that any one organism falls in this state, or not. On the
contrary, the characters do not have to be independant from each other. The
information contained in one character may be a partial or complete redundancy of the information contained in another character. A complete redundancy of the information in two characters would mean that one of them
will contribute as much as both to the classification. Independance of two
characters indicates that they contribute differently, then complementarily,
to the classification. In summary, a character is a single basis for comparison
defined over all the objects under study. This definition allows the taxonomist to employ his full range of biological knowledge in the construction
of a classification. For a more detailed discussion on the properties of the
characters and the character states, see also Estabrook (1967) and Estabrook
and Rogers (1966).
It is evident that the task of defining which characters have to be used in
order to work out the classification of a group of organisms (hereafter
referred to as objects), and which states have to be defined for each character,
requires a good biological knowledge of the objects under study: one has to
be careful with such phenomena as phenotypic plasticity and minor allelic
differences.
The competent biologist knows from his own experience, and that of other
specialists, the most useful characters for the classification of the objects
under study. These fundamental characters are those which will have a
higher weight in his classification. However, those using numerical methods
in taxonomy usually work with a relatively large number of characters, the
inter-dependency of which is not always clear.
Considering all the information (structured in terms of characters and
character states) available on the objects under study, two types of structure
can be recognized. The intrinsic structure of the information refers to that
part of the information which has a taxonomic value because it reflects the
affinities and differences between the objects. It is the portion of the information that one wants to use in order to establish the hierarchical grouping
of the objects called a classification. The extrinsic structure of the information, on the other hand, is that added by the taxonomist by his action of
defining the characters and the character states. There is a certain amount of
unescapable "noise" introduced into the classification process that can distort
the resulting classification, the amount of which has to be reduced as much
as possible. The way to reduce this "noise" is to conduct a study of the structure of the information. At the end of such a study, referred to hereafter
as character analysis, a redefinition of the states and an evaluation of the
characters will be possible. To summarize the questions of interest with
regard to the information content of characters (Rogers and Appan, 1969,
pp. 615-616):
I) What is the taxonomically significant information content of each
character?
2) What is the amount of correlation between characters, as present in the
various objects?
3) Is there any redundancy as a consequence of the description in different
ways of the same genetic cause?
4) Should the character states be redefined?
TAXON VOLUME 21I
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SYMBOLSUSED IN CHARACTER ANALYSIS
n

H: amountof entropy,or confusion, equal to -

pi log2 pi
1-I

pi: the probabilityof an object being in state i of the character
I, J, K: namesof three characters
J(a) = Js means that the characterJ assigns to object a the third state of characterJ
S: set of 'good objects' under study, or objects for which the information about the two
characterscomparedis known
Jh-1: the subset of S that includes all the objects to which state h of characterJ has been
attributed
the probabilityof state h of characterJ
p(Jh):
C[A]: the numberof objectsin the set A
C[Jh-1]: the numberof objectsto which state h has been attributed
C[S]: the total numberof 'good objects'
H(J): amountof entropy in characterJ
p(J3/1): probability of finding an object to which state i of character I and state 3 of
characterJ have been attributed,among those objects coded in state i of characterI
H(J/L1):conditional entropy remaining in J for the objects to which state Il has been
attributed
H(J/I): the total conditional entropy remaining in character J after observing all the
states of characterI
D(I,J): measureof independence(distance) of the charactersI and J
p [I, Jh]: the probability of choosing an object with state g of character I and state h
of character J in the set of 'good objects'

H[I . J]: total amount of informationpossessedby both I and J
S(I,J): similarity of charactersI and J equal to i - D (I,J)

5) Which charactersare of diagnosticvalue?

6) Which characters can be eliminated because they are of marginal

interest?

Various techniques have been used in the past to measure the amount of
information held in common by two characters, the most common of which
are statistical correlations. Estabrook (1967, p. 86) mentions some other

techniquesthat have beenusedin connectionwith this problem.
Correlationstudiesmade with the usual parametricstatisticsrequirethat

the characters be ordered (an ordered character is one in which the states

can be associatedwith the real numbers,or placed in successionon an axis).

However, many of the characters used in biology are of the non-ordered
type: there is no taxonomic significance, for instance, in ordering the
various colours of the human hairs on a wave length axis. Consequently, no
regression is possible with such a character.
The computer-aided method described below, called CHARANAL,
measures how the information is distributed between the states of each

character,and also in the comparisonof pairs of characters.It is applicable
to orderedand non-orderedcharacters,as well as to combinationsof both

types. It cannot be associated with parametric statistics, because it does not
compare measures abstracted from the data distributions, such as means or

standarddeviations. Instead, it studies the actual distributionsof the data.
In this sense, it is related to non-parametricstatistics, except that it uses
information theory instead of the theory of probabilities. This method will
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be discussed after a short presentation of the concept of entropy in information theory.

Entropy
The concept of entropy was first developed as a quantitative formulation
of the second law of thermodynamics. Entropy is a measure of the disorganization of a closed system: so, the higher the entropy is, the lower is the
amount of work that can be done by this system. Accordingly, the second
law of thermodynamics becomes, in the formulation of Boltzmann (I896,
p. 6o): a closed system can vary only if its probability (entropy) is increased
by the variation.
The transfer of the entropy concept to information theory was gradual.
The first step was accomplished by Boltzmann (1896, pp. 41-42) who found
the entropy to be proportional to the logarithm of the number of alternatives
possible for a closed system, when all the known information has been
recorded. In other words, the entropy is proportional to the logarithm of
the amount of information that is missing.
This concept was developed by various authors; among them Shannon
(1948, pp. 419-420), who derived from the premises of the theory of information, the equation
n
H=-

ptlogp
1=I

where H is a measure of the uncertainty, or choice; pi is the probability
of the various events i, or the frequency attached to each piece of information
i. He recognized that his equation was similar to the equation of entropy of
Boltzmann (1898, pp. 219-221) and concluded that H corresponds to the
entropy of an information system.

Probabilitydistribution
The example introduced here will be carried all through the following
discussion. Two correlated metric characters will be analyzed in twelve
populations of trouts. Table I defines the character states and Table II
describes the 6o objects (specimens) with the two characters. The first two
digits of the object number refer to the population.
An example using non-ordered, qualitative biological descriptors can be
found in Estabrook
(I967).
A character (denoted
by a capital letter, e.g., I or J) has been defined as
a function which assigns to each object under study (denoted by a small
letter, e.g., a) one and only one state (denoted by function symbols with a
subscript) of this character. For example, J(a) = J3 means that character
J assigns to object a the third state, or description, of character J. The set
of objects under study will be referred to as the set S. Jh will designate the
subset of S that includes all the objects to which state h of character J has
been attributed.
A probability distribution can be associated with each character over the
range of its states: the probability of each state will be equal to the relative
TAXON VOLUME 21
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I. Definition of the characterstates.

TABLE

CharacterI = i

Head length I standardlength

State
State
State
State
State

3

0.220 - 0.245
0.251 - 0.273
0.276 - 0.290

4
5

0.294 - 0.300
0.306 - 0.310

I
2

CharacterJ = 2

Orbit length / standardlength

State
State
State
State

I
2

0.049 - 0.052
0.062 - 0.063

3

0.067 - o.o88
o.o91 - 0.096

TABLE

4

II. Descriptionof the objectsby charactersi and 2.
State for
character

Object
number

State for
character

State for
character

Object
number

J=2

I=1
I

I

071

I

012
013
014
015

I
I
I
I

072
073
074
075
o81
082
083
084
o08
091
092
093
094
095
101

2
2
2
2

033
034
035

5
4

041

2

I
I
I
I
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
3

042
043
044
045

3

3

102

2
3
2
3

3
3
3
3

103

3

3

12

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

113
114
115

2

022
023
024

2
2
3
2
4
4

025

031
032

051
052

053
054
055
o61
062
063
064
065

5

2

3
2

3
3
3
2

J=2

I=i

OII

021

State for
character

2

3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

104

2
2
2
2

105
III

2

121

122
123
124
125

3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

3
3

3

3

2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
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frequency of this state as found in the set S of objects under study. For
example, referring to Table II, state 2 of character i has been attributed
to 29 of the 6o specimens. The relative frequency of this state is 29/60 =
0.48333. This frequency can also be considered as the probability of randomly choosing, from the set of objects under study, an object to which the
state 2 has been attributed. To generalize, the probability of each state h of
character J can be noted as
P(Jh)

C[Jh-]
C[S]

where C[A] denotes the number of objects in (or cardinality of) the set A.
C[Jh-1] is the number of objects to which state h has been attributed and
C[S] is the total number of objects in the study (actually, if the state of an
object is not known for a given character, the program is built in such a
way that C[S] will be the cardinality of the set of "good objects", or objects
for which the information is known). Table III shows the probability
distribution associated with characters I = I and J = 2 of the example.
TABLE

III. Probability distributionassociated with charactersI=i and ]=2.

p(I) = .1oooo

p(I) = .48333
p(I) = .30000

p(I)

= .08333

P(J1) = .08333
P(J2)= .05000
P(Ja) = .75000
p(J4) = .11667

p(Is)= .03333
Unconditional entropy
An information-theoretic measure of entropy can now be assigned to each
of these probability distributions. It will be referred to as unconditional
entropy, by opposition to the conditional entropy that will be introduced
below. As mentioned above, the entropy measures essentially the difficulty
of predicting what state of the character considered has been applied to an
object chosen randomly. This measure of entropy is also equal in quantity
to the information learned by actually observing the objects: entropy and
information will then be considered as synonymous.
This confusing last sentence can be illustrated by a simple example. If half
of the objects are found in each of the two states of a character, one can
say that there is confusion, or entropy, in this distribution, because one
cannot predict with certainty in which state a given object will fall, by
observing only the probability distribution on the two states. By comparison
to that, if one knows in which state each object has been classified, the
confusion is removed, and we can say that the amount of information gained
by observing the objects is equal to the amount of confusion, or entropy, that
the probability distribution presented before. This is why, when talking
about this amount, we can refer to it as an amount of entropy or of information necessary to remove the confusion.
Now, if one makes his observation by asking yes-no questions, the average
minimum number of these questions necessary to find the proper assignment
of each object can be seen as a measure of the confusion, or entropy of the
system. The entropy will then depend on the number of states and on the
distribution of the objects in the various states of the character. A few
examples can clarify the process.
574
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i) If all the objectsare in the samestateof the character,everythingis
alreadyknownaboutthe distributionof the objectsin the statesof this
character.Thenumberof questionsnecessaryis theno.
2) Witha two-statecharacter,if one of the stateshasbeenattributedto
half theobjectsandthe otherstateto the otherhalf, it will be necessary,for
eachobject,to askexactlyoneyes-noquestionof the type:"Hasthe state i
beenattributedto this object?",in orderto know the probabilitydistributionof thecharacter:
S = set of objects under study
-binary

State I
p(J

question

State 2
p(J1= 1/2

= I1/2

The entropy associatedwith this characteris then I.
3) The same process,applied to a characterof four states between which
the objectsare distributedequally, would give an entropy of 2, sinceexactly
2 binary questionshave to be asked for each object:
S
first binary question

econd binary
question

I

State 2

State 3

State 4

p(Ji)= 1/4

p(J2)= 1/4

p(J3)= I/4

p(J4)= 1/4

State

4) The same processis applicablein the case of an eight-statecharacter
with equal distributionof the objectsbetween the states:
S

first binary question

second

third

State
p(J1) =8

I

binary

binary

question

question

State 2

State 3

State 4

State 5

State 6

State 7

State 8

p(J2) = 1/8

p(J3) = 1/8

p(J4)

= 1/8

p(J5) = 1/8

p(J6)= 1/8

p(J7)= 1/8

p(J8) = 1/8

NOVEMBER 1972
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The total entropy in this characterwill then be [3 questionsx 8(i/8 of the

objects)] = 3.
To generalize, the entropy associated with a character for which the
objects are evenly distributed between the states is the logarithm base 2 of
the number of states: log2I - o; l0g22 = I; log24 = 2; log28 = 3; etc.
Note: The presentation of the entropy concept in information theory made above, using

the actual minimum average number of yes-no questions that have to be asked in order
to remove the confusion of the system, as a measure of entropy, gives only an approximation of the entropy. It has been used in order to give the reader a conceptual understanding of what entropy is. But this method is accurate only in the cases where
the number of states in the characteris one of the integer powers of 2, like I, 2, 4, 8,
16, . . . , the objects being, again, equally distributed between the states. In the other cases,

there is a slight departurebetween the yes-no and the logarithmic method of calculating
the entropy, as shown in Table IV. This is due to the fact the yes-no questions have
their optimal effect only when they can divide the objects under study into two equal
groups,which cannot be the case when the numberof states is not an integer power of 2,
(the objects being again, equally distributedbetween the states) or when the number of
objects in the various states is not such that the binary questions will divide them into
equal groups, as in number 5 below. In the other cases, because the binary questions are
a little less efficient, on the average, more questions than log2 (number of states) are
necessary in order to remove the confusion. For a justification of the measure of the
information-theoreticentropy by the logarithm of the number of states, see Shannon
(1948) or any textbook of information theory.

As the entropy of a characterdepends on the numberof states in the
character,the total entropy of the characterwith four states above can be
divided between the four states.To each state will be attributed1/4 log2 4,
IV. The minimum average number of yes-no questions necessary to remove the
confusion of the system is equal to log2 (numberof states) only when the numberof states
is equal to an integer power of 2 (values in boldface), the objects being equally distributed
TABLE

between the states. In the other cases, the former is larger.
Number of states

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
12

13
14
15
16

log2 (number of states)

Average minimum number
of yes-no questions

0.00000
1.00000
1.58496
2.00000
2.32193
2.58496
2.80735
3.00000
3.16993
3.32193
3-45943
3.58496
3-70044
3.80735
3.90689
4.00000

0.00000
1.00000
1.66666
2.00000
2.40000
2.66666
2.85714
3.00000
3.22222
3.40000
3-54545
3.66666
3-76154
3.85714
3-93333
4.00000
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that is equal to 1/4 log2 (1/4)-'. The entropy of the character is then:
I/4
the 4 states

log2

(1/4)-1

For the eight-state character above, to each state is attributed one eighth
of the entropy of the character, or i/8 log2 8, that is equal to i/8 log2 (1/8)-1.
The entropy of this character is then:
/8log2 (1/8)-1
the 8 states

5) Suppose now that the number of objects to which each state is attributed
varies from one state to the other. An example would be a four-states
character in which state i has been attributed to i/2 of the objects, state 2 to
1/4, state 3 to I/8 and state 4 to 1/8. The less evenly the probabilities of the
different states are distributed, the more information one has, then the
less should be the entropy: consequently the entropy of this character should
be lower than 2 (see no. 3 above), that is the maximum amount of entropy
that can be found in a four-states character. In asking the yes-no questions,
it is economical to isolate half of the objects with the first question, then
half of the remaining objects with the second question, and use a third
question for the two last groups of i/8 of the objects, following this pattern:

first binary question
firstecond
binary question
second binary question

question

third binary

State
p(J)

I

State 2

State 3

State 4

1/2

p(J2) = 1/4

p(J3) = 1/8

p(J4)

1/8

Half of the objects require i question, 1/4 require 2, and the two groups of 1/8 require
3 each. So, the total unconditional entropy of this character is
(1/2 x I) + (1/4 x 2) + (1/8 x 3) + (1/8 x 3) = 1.75
= 1/2 log2 2 + 1/4 log2 4 + 1/8 log 2 8 + I/8 log2 8
1/2

log2

(1/2)-'

+1/4

log2

(1/4)-1 +

1/8 log2 (1/8)-1

I/8

log2 (1/8)-1

4
=

P(Jh) log2 [p(Jh)]1h=i

As log2 x" = a
written

log2

"

x, the general form of the expression defining the entropy can be

H(J) =-

p(Jh) log2 [p(Jh)]

h=i
where j is the number of states of character J.
NOVEMBER
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The unconditional
entropyof characterI of the exampleis then, usingthe data of
TableIII:
- [.1oooolog2 (.Ioooo) + .48333log2 (.48333) + .30000log2 (.30000)+ .08333log2
(.08333)+ .03333 log2(.03333)] = 1.82257
The maximumamountof entropythat can be found in a five-statescharacteris log2
5 = 2.32193

-

Similarly,the unconditionalentropyof character2 of the example is
.75000 log2 (.75000)
log (.050ooo) + .+
[.08333 log2 (.08333) + .05000ooo

(.11667)] = 1.18773

.11667

lo0g

The maximum amount of entropy that can be found in a four-states character is log2
4 =

2.

Conditionalentropy
As pointed out above, the entropy of a character is equal to the information that can be gained by observing the character over the objects. The
entropy of character J is the maximum amount of information that can be
obtained about J. Now suppose that instead of J, I is observed in order to
learn about J; the relevant information will be obtained only insofar as I
and J contain information in common. Knowing the probability distribution
of I, it is possible to establish the conditional probability distribution of J,
and then calculate the conditional entropy of J that it determines. If I and
J share no common information, the conditional entropy of J is equal to
its unconditional entropy; but in the other event, the conditional entropy
of J is lowered by an amount equal to the information shared in common by
the two characters.
The first step is to build a matrix in which the frequency of the objects,
in each of the states of character J, will be established for the various states
of character I. This is done in Table V for the example.
The first line of the Table V, for instance, representsall the objects that are in ILand
gives their frequency distribution on the character J. State J1 has been attributed to
83.3330/0 of these objects, and state J3 to 16.6670/o0.This is why this row, as well as the

others, sums to i. In other words, the probabilityof finding an object to which state I
of characterI and state 3 of characterJ, noted p(Ja/L),is the numberof objects to which
J3 and ILhave been attributed (that is the numberof objects in the intersection,noted 12,
of the subsetsI1- and J3-1),divided by the numberof objects to which state ILhas been
attributed (that is the numberof objects in the subset I1-'). It would then be noted

=
p(J3/I1)

C[J3-1 12 -1]
C [I']

Thenumberof objectsin the subsetI-` (TableII) is 6, and the numberof objectsin the
intersection
of J3-1 and L-` is I, sincestatesILand J3have beenattributedonly to object
071.Then
p

(J,/I1)

= I/6 = .16666'

The general formulawill be written

p (Jh/Ig)-

C

[J-1]
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V. Conditional probability distributions:probability of choosing an object with
the various states of character J=2 assuming that the object has the given state of

TABLE

character I = i.

Statesof
characterI=

p(J1)=

p(J2) =

.83333
0.00000

0.00000

.08333

Il
12

13
14
I

.0500o

0.00000
0.00000

.10345
0.00000
0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

p(Js)=
75000
.16667
.89655
.94444
.20000

0.00000

p(J4)=
. 11667
0.00000
0.00000

.05556
.80000
1.00000

The conditional entropiesremainingin characterJ after observingeach

of the states of character I can now be established by using the formula of
entropy developed above. The conditional entropy remaining in J for the
objects to which state I, has been attributed is:
(.83333)+

.16667 log2 (.16667)] = .65002

H(J/I2) = - [.IO345 log2 (.I0345)+

.89655 log2 (.89655)] = .47983

H(J/L)

= - [.83333

log2

For the objectsto which state 12 has been attributed:

And similarly

H(J/I) = - [.94444 log2 (94444) + .05556 log2 (.o5556)] = .30954
log2 (.80000)]
.72193
H(J/14) = - [.20000 log (.20000) + .80000oooo
H(J/15) = - [.ooooo log2 (I.ooooo)] = o.ooooo

In the general form, the entropy remaining in character J after observing each of the
states g of characterI is determinedby the formula

H(J/Ig) = -

p(Jh/Ig) log2[p(Jh/Ig)]

h=I
where i is the numberof states in J.

The conditional entropy H(J/I) applies to the proportionof objects to
which state i of characterI has beenattributed,that is .i oooo of the objects,
accordingto Table III. Similarly, the conditional entropy H(J/12) applies
to .48333 of the objects.And so on. The total conditionalentropy remaining
in characterJafter observingall the states of characterI is then the weighed
sum, over the frequenciesof the various states of I, of the conditional
entropiesH(J/I,) found above.
The generalformula can be written:

H(J/I)

H(J/Ig)
-

g--I

p(Ig)

?

where i is the numberof states in I.

From the resultsabove and the data of Table III, the calculationsof the
conditional entropy remainingin J after observingI will be performedin
Table VI.
NOVEMBER 1972
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TABLE VI.

Conditionalentropy remainingin characterJ=2 after observingcharacterI=i.

H(J/Ig)

p(I,)

= .65002
H(J/I2)= .47983
H(J/Is) = .30954
H(J/L) = .72193
H(J/I5) = o.ooooo

p(I() =

H(J/I)

H(J/Ig) p(I,)
.
.o6500oo
.23192

.10000

p(I2) = .48333
p(Is) = .30000

.09286

p(4) = .08333
p(Is) = .03333

H(J/Ig)

H(J/I) =

p(Ig)

.o6oi06
0.00000

=44994

g=I

Similarly, the conditional entropy H(I/J) remaining in character I=
after observing character J=2 of the example, is
1.o08478.
Interdependence of characters
Of the 1.82257 units of information (unconditional entropy) of character
I= I, 1.o08478belong exclusively to character I. The remaining .73779 units
are shared with character J=2. Similarly, of the I.I8773 units of information of character J, .44994 belong exclusively to it and .73779 units are
shared with I. The fraction of information in character I= i also contained
in character J=2 can be found by dividing .73779 by 1.82257, which gives
.40481. The same calculation, applied to character J, gives .62117 of the
information of J that is shared with I.
A measure of independence can now be constructed from the various
entropy measures, as follows:
info. held exclusively by I + info. held exclusively by J
total informationpossessedby both I and J

The amount of information held exclusively by I and J are the values H(J/I)
and H(I/J) calculated above.
To obtain the value of the total information possessed by both I and J,
the procedure will be similar as before. The frequency of each of the possible
combinations of states of the two characters is established first (in Table
VII for the example). Each of these frequencies is obtained by dividing the
number of objects in each of the pairs of states by the total number of
objects in the study. Formally, the equation of each frequency, or probability, is
C [Ig-~ Jh-1]
*
p [Ig

Jh[

C [S]

where C[A] is the number of objects in the set A, as before. The symbol
p(Ig/Jh) was used before in the sense of "the probability of choosing an
object with state g of character I in the set of objects that have state h of
character J". The symbol p [Ig, Jh] is used here to mean "the probability
of choosing an object with state g of character I and state h of character J
in the set of objects under study".
TAXON VOLUME 21
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of statesof
TABLE
VII. Actualnumberof objectsin each of the possiblecombinations
the two charactersI= and J=2 (above),and the corresponding
frequency(below),or
probability,when each numberis dividedby the total numberof objectsin the study,
whichis 60 in thisexample.
J1J1

5

I,
12

I
14
15

J4
0
o
I
4
2

0
o

0
3
o0

I
26

0

0

0

0

I
0

17

12
13

.08333
0.00000

0.00000
.o05000ooo

0.00000

0.00000

I
I5

o0.00000
0.00000

0.00000
0.00000

I,

J3

0.00000
0.00000
.01667
.06667
.03333

.o 1667
.43333
.28333
.0o1667
0.00000
ooooo

Then the total amount of information possessed by both I and
calculatedin the usual way, by applyingthe formula
1
H[I.

J] =

p[I.

P-

J is

Jh] *

Jh])
(p
log2 [.19

g=I

h=i

The value of H[IJ J] in the example is 2.27251.
Thereis another,easierway to calculatethe total amountof information
possessedjointly by I and J. The intuitive conceptof informationspace has
to be introduced in order to visualize it. The information space corresponds to all the informationpossessedby the set S of objects under study
and can be representedas a rectangle.The information possessedby each
charactercorrespondsto a subset of this space, representedby a circle in
this rectangle.Such a representationis known as a Venne diagram:

-information in a character
-information

space

Characters I and J have some information in common, as shown above.
They can be represented as follows:

information in
character I

NOVEMBER

A (B) C

.information

in

character J
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The amount of information in common is labelled B, and the letters A
and C are attached to the part of the information held exclusively by I
and J, respectively. The total amount of information possessed jointly by
I and J is then, obviously, A+B+C. In the example, A = 1.o08478, C =
.44994 and B, the amount of information shared by I and J, is .73779, as
shown at the beginning of this section. The total A+ B + C is then equal to
- found above.
I, that is the value H[I
2.2725
J]
The independenceof the charactersI and J can now be calculatedby using the expres-

sionabove,theformalexpression
of whichis

H(J/I) + H(I/J)
D(I,J) =
J]
H[I.

Its value for the example is
D(I,J)

.44994 + I.o8478
-

2.27251

.67534

It is easy to see that whenthe valueof D is o, the two characters
containexactlythe

same information.When it is I, the charactersare completely independent.D(I,J) can be

understoodas a functionof the two variablesI and J that associateswith thesevariables

a value, called the distance between I and J, that has the following properties:
D(I,J)

2

(= o if and only if I = J)

o

D(I,J) = D(J,I)
D(I,J) + D(J,K) > D(I,K)
Becauseof these properties,function D is called a metric.

The two first properties have been explained above. The third one can be
illustrated by the following example, which considers characters I and J
as above, and also a character K that has no information in common with
I, but some with J:

J
A

C

D

D

A
E
F

F

K
A+D+E
D(IJ)=A+C+D+E

A+C+E+F)=
(I, K)= A+C+E+F=

K
C+D+F
D(JK)= C+D+E+F

It is easy to show that D(I,J) + D(J,K) is larger than or equal to i, then
larger than or equal to D(I,K). It will be equal to i e.g. in the trivial case
where C, D and F contain no information, A and E being non-void, that is
the case where I and J have already no information in common and K is the
same as J. The resulting picture can be represented by a triangle, the sides of
which are equal to the measure of the distance between the characters:
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J

D(IJ)

A+D+E
A+C+D+E

C+D+F
CD+E+F

D(J, K

1K

I
D(1, K) = A+C+E+F
A+C+E+F=I

This distance value can be easily converted into a measure of the similarity
of the two characters, by defining it as the complement of the distance, or
S (I,J) = I - D

In other words, the similarity between I and J is equal to the amount of
information in common divided by the total amount of information held
in the two characters, since
S (I,J)

=

I - D =

I -

A+B
A+B+C

C
A+B+C

This similarity value is however not a metric, since there are cases where
it does not satisfy the third property of a metric. For example, in

I

K

J

it is obvious that S(I,J) + S(J,K) is not larger than or equal to S(I,K),
since S(I,J) and S(J,K) are both null. However, the value of similarity will
always be included between o and I. In the example, the value of S is
S(I,J)

= i - .67534

= .32466

Actual form of the printout
After presenting a listing of the state of each character that has been
attributed to each object in the study, as in Table II, the printout presents a
complete comparison of all the pairs of characters, performing for each pair
all the calculations explained above. As example, the printout of the comparison of characters I= i and J=2 of the example is presented in figure i.
The printout is divided in two main parts: study of the information left in
character I after observing character J, and study of J after observing I.
Before these comparisons, the title of the page shows what pair of characters is compared and how many states are in each. The next line shows
for how many - if any - objects the information is missing regarding one
or the other of the characters in the pair under study. As explained above,
these objects are eliminated from the comparison. Those remaining are called
NOVEMBER1972
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CHARACTERI =

x(6 STATES)COMPAREDWITHCHARACTERJ =

2 (5 STATES).

PROBABILITIES
OF THE STATESOF CHARACTER GIVEN THE GOOD OBJECTS
x,
I(5)
1(4)
1O)
I(l)
I(2)
.0oo00
.30000
.08333
.03333
48333

.67534 S(r,2) =

.32466
1.ooooo

ENTROPYIN CHARACTERI =
--.2257

CONDITIONALPROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS
I(2)

J()

I(,)
1.ooooo

J(z)

o.ooooo
0

J(3)

.o02222

.57778

J(4)

o.ooooo

o.ooooo

0.00000

.ooooo

I(3)
o.ooooo

0.00000

1(4)

CONDITIONALENTROPIES
I(W)

oooooo
o0ooooo
-0o0ooooo

ooooo o 0.00000

.37778

.02222

.14286

0.00000
o.23199

54743

.18571

=
INFO.COMMONTO BOTHCHARACTERS
-73779
OF THESTATESOF CHARACTER
PROBABILITIES
2, GIVENTHE GOODOBJECTS
J(W)
.08333

J(2)
.o5ooo

J(3)
.7500ooo0

-o.ooooo

I()

.83333

I(2)

o.ooooo00000

I(3)
1(4)

o.oo00000

I(5)

o.ooooo

0.00000

J(2)

o0.00000
.io345

J(3)

o.ooooo

1.o8478
.4o481

ENTROPYIN CHARACTER 2 =

1.18773

J(4)
.667

CONDITIONALENTROPIES

J(4)

.6667

0.00000

.600oz

.8965

o.oo0oo

.47983

0.00000

o.ooooo

I.37878

ENTROPYREMAININGIN CHARACTER
r
AFTEROBSERVINGCHARACTER 2 =
FRACTIONOF INFORMATION
IN CHAR.r
ALSOCONTAINEDIN CHAR. i =

CONDITIONALPROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS
J()

=

PROBABILITY
OF GOODOBJECTS=

D(r,2)

OBJECTSNOT IN THECOMPARISON= NONE

-05556
.94444
.20000

.80000o

o.ooooo

.ooooo

.30954
.7293

-o.ooooo

2

INFO. COMMONTO BOTHCHARACTERS
= .73779

ENTROPYREMAININGIN CHARACTER
CHARACTER
AFTEROBSERVING
FRACTIONOF INFORMATIONIN CHAR.2
ALSOCONTAINEDIN CHAR.

=

-44994

=

.62x7

Fig. I: Facsimileprintout of the comparisonof charactersI=- and J=2 of the example,
made by CHARANAL.
.
of good objects
objects
the "good objects" and their frequency = number
number of
total number of objects
is written down after the sentence "probability of good objects =". In this
case, no information was missing about characters i and 2, and the probability of good objects is I.ooooo. Above this line, the distance D(I,2) and
similarity S(I,2) values are given for the pair of characters under study,
I= and J=2.
The second part of the printout is the one for which the most extensive
calculations have been done before. The explanations given for this part
apply, of course, also to the first one. It starts with the sentence "probabilities of the states of character 2, given the good objects". The values
given under it are the values p(Jh) that have been shown in the right hand
part of Table III. The value of "entropy in character 2", that occupies the
right part of this same line, is the one that has been calculated at the end
of the section on unconditional entropy.

The matrix called "conditionalprobabilitydistributions"has been shown
in TableV. The "conditionalentropies"representthe amountof information
contained in the distribution,on characterJ=2, of the objects to which

each of the states of character I= has been attributed. These values were
presented in the first column of Table VI. The "entropy remaining in
character 2 after observing character i" is the value of H(J/I) calculated at
the end of Table VI.
The "information common to both characters" is the total entropy in
character 2 = 1.18773 minus the value of H(J/I) that is .73779.
-44994,
The "fraction of information in character 2 also contained
in character i" is
the ratio of the information common to both characters divided by the total
entropy in character 2. These two values were calculated at the beginning
of the section on the interdependence of characters.
584
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Exercise
Taking a pair of 3- to 6-states characters observed on about 5o objects
(the data can also be invented for the purpose of the exercise), perform the
various calculations explained above and write the results according to the
format of the printout shown in figure I.
Interpretation
A biologist is looking for correlations that will give the structure of the
resulting classification. What it means is that if many characters define the
same partition of the objects into subgroups, these characters can be said
to give rise to the same classification, then they are coherent with each other.
But some attention has to be given also to the relative weight of the various
characters.
Much emphasis has been given in the past to the question of weight. Some
biologists argue that, in order to obtain a "natural" classification, one
should not create artificially a difference in the importance attributed to
the various characters. However, the competent biologist knows very well
that all the characters do not have the same classificatory value. Characters
built on single allele differences do not have the same importance as the
characters related to structural or numeric differences between chromosomes, that characterize the species category since they are the basis for
intrinsic reproductive isolation.
The task of attributing the weight of the various characters is the most
difficult part of the work of the taxonomist. After the structure of the
information has been established, the resulting classification can be obtained
by a process largely automatic, as will be seen in the next section. There are
two ways by which the proper weighing can be accomplished.
The first one will please the tenants of the non-weighing philosophy.
Considering three characters I, J, K that are partially correlated as follows:

I

J

E

F

IC
B

A

D

G

K
the area A represents information common to the three characters. If the
three are used in making the classification, A will be weighed three times.
Similarly, B, C and D will be weighed twice. This differential weighing
reflects the biological structure of the study and results in a "natural"
classification. But accordingly, no classification using correlated characters
can be said to be of the non-weighed type.
The weighing of the characters can be modified also by changing the
number of states. Each character makes its contribution to the resulting
classification by dividing the group of organisms into subgroups. The more
states per character, the smaller and more numerous are the subgroups
formed by the character. Consequently, a character with few states will
585
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contribute to a major partition of the organisms, and will have more weight
in the resulting classification. This can be understood in yet another way:
the amount of entropy in a character is proportional to the number of states
of the character. A character with two states can have no more than log2(2)
= i unit of entropy, but an eight-states character can have up to log2(8) =
3 units of entropy. This, however, does not change the intrinsic amount of
taxonomically significant information carried by the character. So, by
increasing the number of states of a given character, without biological
reasons, one diminishes the value of the fraction (intrinsic information)/
(total entropy) and adds more mathematical "noise" to the contribution of
this character to the classification. The extreme situation would be a character for which one state is attributed to each object; its total entropy would be
equal to log2 (number of objects) but its contribution to the resulting classification would be almost nil.
For the worker, the criteria for the number of states to attribute to each
character are: I) how much importance he attaches to the diversity expressed
by the character, and 2) how well the character classifies the objects under
study. Also, he will tend to restrain the number of states of the most important characters (those applicable for the species, genus or other higher
categories).
The first things to look at, on the printout, are the value of distance
D(I,J) between the two characters, and also the values of the total entropy
in each character and of the amount of information in common. The value
of similarity S(I,J) can be used instead of the distance, since it carries the
same information. Only the scale in which this information is presented has
been changed by the passage from D to S. The figures of entropy remaining in
each character after observing the other, and the fraction of information in
common, carry the same type of information to the worker. Generally
speaking, the following classification can be used (Hawksworth et al., 1968):
the characters are very highly correlated if D < .5 and S > .5

highly correlatedif .5<D<.7 or .5> S>.3
correlatedif .7< D<<i.o or .3 >S> >o

unrelatedif D is almosti.o or S is almosto

No rigidity is attached to this nomenclature, however.
If the characters are found to be correlated, the matrices can be looked
at, in oder to see the correlation more clearly. Table VIII presents the same
data as Table V, but the values of entropy are written in boldface, in the
conditional probability distribution matrix, when they are equal to or higher
than the corresponding value in the unconditional probability distribution
of character J, above.
In order to make easier the interpretation of the frequency values given in
the matrices, it is possible to obtain a printout page showing the number of
objects coded into the various states of each character. This can be done by
entering the proper code on one of the parameter cards preceding the data
deck. In the example for instance, it can help to know that the distribution
of the objects on the various states of character I is 6, 29, 18, 5 and 2, and
that there are 5, 3, 45 and 7 objects in the various states of character J,
respectively.
Theboldface figures of Table VIII have the following meaning: for the one
in the upper left hand corner, for instance, it means that to observe state I
of character I tells us io times more, about the probability of an object to
TAXON
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VIII. Data of table V, presenting the conditional probability distributions of
characterJ=2, modified (see explanationsin the text).

TABLE

States of
character
I=

11
12

Is
14
15

Unconditionalprobabilitydistributionof J
p(J1) =

p(J2) =

p(J) =

.08333

.05000

.75000

.83333

0.00000

.16667

0.00000

0.00000

.10345
0.00000

.89655
.94444

0.00000

0.00000
0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

.20000

0.00000

0.00000

p(J4) =
. 11667

.o5556
.80000
1.00000

be in state i of characterJ, than we knew only from the knowledge of the
unconditional probability distribution of characterJ. The correlation is
clear in this example: the charactersare highly correlated,as was already
known by the observationof the value of D(I,2), that is .67534 in this case.
Referringto what these charactersare (Table I), it means that as the value
of the ratio head length/standardlength increases,also the ratio orbit length/
standardlength increases;that is, a relation dependingonly upon growth,
and not something that gives any indication on the taxonomic structure
of the objects understudy.
When a correlationis found, two possibilitiesexist: either it is a valuable
correlationbetween two characters,correspondingto a genetic correlation,
in which case both charactersshould be kept, since good taxa are based on
correlatedcharacters;or the correlationis due to an undesiredredundancy,
as a consequenceof the same structure being unintentionally described
twice. A variation of this unintentionalredundancycan be found in cases
where the correlationdependson the determinationof the correlatedpattern by external factors such as ecology or growth, as it is the case in the
example. This illustrates the contribution that has to be made by the
biological knowledge of the material under study, in sorting out the unsignificantvariations.
Another variation of the same phenomenonis found in the case where a
characteris a refinementof the other. If, for instance, the first character
partitionsthe objectsin two groups, and the secondcharacterdivides each
group into a numberof subgroups,the working taxonomist will have to
questionthe significanceof each of these partitions, and eliminatethe less
significantone. Of course,if he considersthe informationdescribedby these
two charactersas very importantfor his classification,he can keep the two,
as he could use the most significantone twice, or three times, in making the
classification.
If only one or a few objectsdo not participatein the generalcorrelation
between two characters,it usually meansthat an errorhas been introduced
duringone of the stepsof the work of transmissionof the information,from
the actual observation of the specimen to the transcriptionon computer
cards. If it is not the case, the characterstates may be redefinedin order to
improve the correlation,althoughthis is not necessaryin a multi-character
study.
Different types of correlationcan be involved. The value of the distance
D(I,J) does not say everything about the type of correlation,since it does
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not refer to the relative amount of information present in each of the
characterscompared.The following picture is the illustration of the correlationin the example:

information in

information in

character I = I

character J=2

information in -

- information in

character I

character J

whereD(I,J) has a fairly high value, but the correlationis betterrepresented
by the fraction of informationin characterJ also containedin characterI,
that is I.ooooo.
If a charactershowsvery little correlationwith most of the other characters, and if it is considered as an important character, it will simply
contributeto the resulting classification in a different way. It probably
meansalso that not enoughcharactershave beenconsideredin this study. But
if such a characterrepresentsa property of marginalinterest,it is better to
eliminateit.
The printout indicates also the necessity of redefining some character
states.By looking at the column "conditionalentropies"on the printout, it
is easy to spot the values that are higherthan the total amountof entropyin
the character(there is no such value in the printout of figure i). It means
that, say, the observationof state 3 of character5 gives less information
about character8 than what was alreadyknown from the frequencydistribution in the variousstates of this character.If the same situationis found
also, say, in characters3, 6 and 7, wherethe observationof state 3 of character 5 gives less informationthan what was already known from the probability distributionof these characters,it would be recommendedto divide
this state 3 into morestates;a revisionof all the states can also be necessary,
especially if this situationis found in many of the states. On the contrary,
if the worker wishes to have fewer states in a character,he can group the
TAXON VOLUME 21
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statesthatcreatethelessconditionalentropyin mostof theothercharacters,
exceptif thesestateshave a specialbiologicalsignificance.
A classification
canbe considered
itselfas a character,
sinceit consistsin a
partitionof the objectsunderstudy.The statesof thischaracterare of the
type: "is a memberof taxon X". So, after a classificationis reached,
CHARANALcan be usedin orderto calculatetheamountof information
in
eachcharacterthat the classificationhas preserved.This gives a measure
of the "goodness"
of the divisionof the charactersin characterstates,accordingto the given classification.If the taxonomisthas variousclassificationsin mind,or if he wishesto comparevariouspublishedclassifications,he cancalculate,by thismethod,whichof theclassifications
preserves
besttheinformation
containedin thevariouscharacters.
Still anotherway to accomplish
this- thatis limitedto orderedcharacters,
however- is to performa discriminant
functionanalysis,that calculates
the optimumweightthathasto be attributedto eachcharacterin orderto
obtainthebestseparation
of thetaxa.Thisoptimumweightcan be compared
with the total entropycalculatedby CHARANALfor eachcharacter,and
thecharacters
canbe redefinedaccordingly.
of the
Finally,it is possibleto use CHARANALfor the establishment
classification
itself.Thiscanbe accomplished
by choosingthe characterthat
bestalltheothercharacters,
andpartitioningthe objectsaccording
represents
to thevariousstatesof thischaracter.
Next, eachof thegroupsthusobtained
is run againin a separateCHARANAL,from which the first character
chosenis eliminated.
In eachof thegroupsthen,thecharacter
thatrepresents
bestthe classificatory
powerof all the othersis chosenagain,andits states
are usedto partitionthe objectsinto sub-groups,
and so on, until a satisis reached.
factoryclassification
This can be done easily by askingfor a specialprintoutpage that gives two values,
calledSUMRATand SAMRAT,for eachcharacter.This pagecan be calledby entering
the propercode on one of the parametercardsprecedingthe data deck.
The termSUMRAThas beencoinedfrom'sumof ratios'.SUMRAT(I) is actuallythe
sumof the fractionsrepresenting
the amountof informationthat I has in commonwith
eachof the othercharacters,
dividedby the amountof informationof the characterwith
in the givenratio.Formally,
whichI is compared

n
SUMRAT(I) =

H(I) -H(I/J)
H (Ji)

wheren is the numberof characters
otherthanI in the study.Or in otherwords,
n
SUMRAT(I)
=

of characterJi alsocontainedin characterI)
(fractionof information

The term SAMRAT designates a closely related type of sum of ratios. This is why

the namecoinedis alsovery similar.Thedifferenceis that the denominator
of the various
ratios that are summated is always the same, that is the amount of information in I,

insteadof the amountof information
in the variousJl. So,
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n

H(I) -

SAMRAT
(I)
SAMRAT (I)
-

H

H(I/Jj)
(I)

J=I

n
or in other words, SAMRAT (I) =

(fraction of informationof characterI also
j=I

containedin characterJi).
SUMRAT (I) and SAMRAT (I) are both large when much of the information in I is
shared with that of other characters. If there is a one character that represents the
classifying power of the other charactersmuch better than any other, then the values
of SUMRAT and SAMRAT of this charactershould be the largest. However, the values
taken by SUMRAT (I) and SAMRAT (I) are also influenced by the amount of information in I. If I contains a large amount of information, like in a characterwith many
states, that will tend to make SUMRAT (I) larger, but SAMRAT (I) smaller. This factor
must be consideredwhen there is a conflict between the indications given by SUMRAT
and SAMRAT about which characterrepresentsbest all the others. The conveniency of
the classification obtained with each of the two charactersin conflict can also be taken
into account,in such a case.
SUMRAT and SAMRAT can also be used to find the best charactersto be used for
the clustering procedure. However, in this case, they have to be supplemented with
biological judgment.
SECTION II: CLUSTERING ANALYSIS

Once the information about the objects has been properly structured
(formed into characters and character states), it is relatively simple to obtain
a clustering of the objects that will be used by the biologist as an indication
or a basis for his classification. The main problem is to choose the proper
model on which the grouping of the objects will be based. A model, in this
case, is a series of definitions and rules of inference which reflect as closely
as possible what one wants a classification to be. From these, equations are
derived that allow one to calculate, from the structured information about
the objects, results that will be in accordance with the model.
The computer-aided method explained here is a clustering technique based
on a model in graph theory developed at the Taximetrics Laboratory under
the direction of the junior author. It is intended to follow as closely as
possible the mental process of the classical taxonomist. The reader may refer
to Wirth, Estabrook and Rogers (1966), Estabrook (i966) and Estabrook
and Rogers (1966) for a different presentation of parts of this method. A
flow-chart-like presentation of the algorithm can be found in Estabrook
(1966).
The premises of the model on which this technique is based are the
following:
i) A classification for a collection of objects is a hierarchical, two-dimensional partitioning of the objects. A partition of the objects is a subdivision of the collection into sub-collections, such that each object is in one and
only one sub-collection, for the given partition. The hierarchial partitioning
is said to be two-dimensional because it can be represented in a plane, or a
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sheet of paper: on one of the axes are presentedthe various sub-collections
of each partition, the various partitions being ordered on the other axis
accordingto their hierarchy. The following example illustrates this definition, with the partitionsinto genera and into species.
hierarchical
presentation
of 2 partitions
the various
sub-collections
of each
partition

Genus I
Genus 2

Species I
Species2
Species3
Species4
Species 5

Objects
7,
3,
i,
4,
8,

12

5, I
2, 6
9
10, 13, 14

2) For any given partition, two objects at least as similar as the degree
consideredfor this partition should not be placed into different sub-collections (this can be modified later by the taxonomistif, from his knowledge
of the evolution of the group, he considersthe similarity relation as secondary, for instancein the case of cryptic species).
3) The sub-collectionsof a given partition should be isolated from one
another: that is, there should be some discontinuitybetween the members
of different sub-collections,found in the structureof the informationavailable about the objects.
From these three widely accepted principles will be derived the graph
theory model in the section on the clusteringtechnique.
Various techniquesfor clusteringbiological objectshave been developed
in the past. After comparingfour of them, Prance et al. (1969) concluded
that the one explained hereaftergave the most useful resultsand presented
them in the most informative way. Furthermore,the experience of the
TaximetricsLaboratoryhas shownthat this method leads to valuableresults
in botany as well as in zoology, with lower as well as higher organisms,
with cultivated as well as wild plants, and in classificationsin the fields of
ecology, anthropology,geology, psychologyand sociology.
The method consists of two main steps. First, a similarity measure is
calculatedbetweenall the pairsof objectsin the study. Second,in decreasing
similarity order, the objectsthat are similarat least to the consideredlevel,
or degreeof similarity,are connectedin variousclusters.The clustersbecome
more and more inclusive as the similarity level drops and the procedure
stops when all the objects form a single cluster. Useful measuresof connectednessand isolation, calculated for each of the intermediateclusters,
help the taxonomistto interpretthe results.
Example
For the sake of clarity, the example introduced here will be carried through the fol-

lowing sections. Rogers and Fleming (1972) used fifteen characters to describe specimens
of the cultivated species Manihot esculenta, and through the use of the taximetric
methods here explained, they arrived at a classification into 'groups', which correspond
to phenons of this widely cultivated crop. Five objects were chosen from each of their
groups I and 14 to serve here as an illustration of the clustering technique. The des-

criptionsare given in Table IX.
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TABLEIX. Description of the objects used in the example (from: Rogers and Fleming,

1971). Each object is described by listing which state of each character has been attributedto it.
Characters

Object
number

5

6

7

8

2

2

4

2

I

2

3
3

2

I

2

3

4

2
4

I
I

io8

2

114

I

I3I
132
242

I

5

I

I

2

I

3
3
2

I
I

2
2

5
5

2

9

10

6

I

4

6
6

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

13

14

15

2

2

4
4
4
4
3
4
I

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
4
4
4
4
3
3

2

I

3
2
3
2
2

2

1

2

2
2

2

3

3
3
2

6

I
I

3
4
4

I

4

3

I

2

I

I

I
2

4

3
4

2

2

I

3

I

4

I
2

6
6

2
2

2

330

2

2

I

5

I

2

3

2

377

2

2

I

5

2

4

3

5

454

I

3

3

I

2

2

2

5

281
284

12

3

I
I
I
I

i

I 11

5

2

I
I
2

2

Similaritymeasure
Varioussimilaritymeasureshave been discussedextensively by Sokal and
Sneath (1963), chapter6. The one chosenhere is very "natural"in its most
simple form: the similarityS(a, b) attributedto the pair of objectsa and b
will be the number of charactersfor which the same state has been attributed to objects a and b, divided by the total numberof characters.For
example,the similarityS(io8, 281) is calculatedas follows: the statesof the
fifteen charactersattributedto each of theseobjectsare:
IO8: 221224261432243

281:

221522351432243

then for elevenof the fifteen characters,the samestate has been attributedto

the two objects. S(io8, 281) is then equal to II/I5 or 0.733.

This measureof similarityhas the following properties:
o
I) < S(a, b) < I.
2) S(a, b) = I impliesthat a and b are maximallysimilar(identical).
3) S(a, b) > S(c, d) implies that the pair (a, b) is more mutally similar
than is the pair (c, d).
4) S(a, a) is always equal to i.
= S(b, a).
5) S(a, b)
With only charactersof type i (see below), it is easy to see that in this
simpleform, the measureof similaritycould not engendermore than N + I
levels of similarity,whereN is the numberof charactersin the study. In the
example,N
I then only I6 levels could be produced:S
15/I5, S .
.
S
S
=
.,
14/15,
1/15,
= O/15.
Two sophisticationshave been added to this measureof similarity,however. The first one considersthat the taxonomistmight wish to say that two
objects in different states of a characterare partially similar, instead of
completelydifferentaccordingto this character.
The characterfor which a pair of objects in two different states is not
necessarilymore similarthan any other pair of objectsin any two different
states, is the one for which the simplified equation above is directly applicable.This characteris said to be of type i (simplecharacter).
A characterof type 2 (orderedcharacter)is one in which the statesform
592
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SYMBOLSUSED IN THIS SECTION
a, b: names of two objects
S(a, b): similarityattributedto the pair of objects a and b
K: name of a character
K1, Kj: two of the states of characterK
i, j: designate two of the states of characterK, and also, in the case of an ordered character, the placement of Ki and Kj in the ordered sequenceof character,states
Ko: state of characterK attributedto the objects on which the characterwas not observable, practically; Ko is never included in a partial similarity measure
n(Ki, Ki): similarity value calculated, on character K only, for a pair of objects to
which states i and j of characterK have been attributed, respectively
n(K(a), K(b)): similarity value attributed, for character K only, to the pair of objects
a and b; K(a) and K(b) are the states of characterK attributedto the objects a and
b respectively
f(d, k): function of d and k
d: 'distance' between state Ki and state Ki, in an ordered character, that is equal to

i -j

k: parameterset by the worker, when he uses the partial similarity formula, to indicate
the largest 'distance' ii - j| between character states in the sequence, for which he
wishes to make a non-o assignmentof partial similarity
M: numberof states of a character
N(a, b) (K): a characterK of which state Ko has been attributed to object a, or object b,
or both

a logically well ordered sequence, and the similarity for any pair of objects

in different characterstates depends on how far apart in the sequencethe
two states in questionoccur. Such a charactermay also be treated as a type
3 character, as will be seen below. However, whenever the states of a char-

acter can be logically ordered in such a way that this ordering reflects a
continuous or semi-continuousgradation from state to state along the
sequence, an equation of partial similarity can be applied. The following
empirical equation is included in the computer program:
n(Ki, Ki) = f(d, k)

z k+
(k+I - d)
d -whenever
-- 2k+2+dk

= o

d4<k

when d>k,

where n(Ki, Kj) is the similarity value calculated for a pair of objects to
which states i and j of character K have been attributed respectively. The
subscripts i and j indicate also the placement of Ki and Kj in the ordered
sequence of character states. This similarity value, between o and I, is a
function f(d, k) of the "distance" d between state Ki and state Kj, expressed
by the absolute value Ii- j = d, and of the parameter k, set by the taxonomist for each character in one of the computer cards that indicate the

largest"distance"Ii- jI betweencharacterstates in the sequence,for which

the worker wishes to make a non-o assignment. Whenever the taxonomist
wishes to state that a given character is of type i (see above), he makes k
equal to o. The properties of this formula are the following:

i) When d is larger than k, the objects a and b in the pair of characterstates K1 and
Kj are considered as not similar at all for this character, i.e., n(Ki, Kj) = o, or in
another formulation n(K(a), K(b)) = o where K(a) and K(b) are the states of character
K attributedto the objectsa and b.
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2) When d = o, the value n(Ki, Kj) is found and it is equal to I, as expected.
3) f(d, k) decreasesas d increasesfor fixed k.
4) f(d, k) increasesas k increasesfor fixed d.
Even if this formula is empirical,it reflects the judgmentsmade by those workers who
used this method, and it has been proven useful. The values of f(d, k) for the most commonly used values of k are given in Table X.

TABLE X.

The values of f(d, k) for the most commonly used values of k (see equation in

the text).
k
I

3
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

.12

0.00

.18

.0o8

.22

.13

3

.55

4

.57

0.00
.20
.28
.33

5

.59

.36

I
2

.40
.50o

d-

2

4

5
0.00
0.00

6

(etc.)

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

.05

0.00

0.00

A few remarks can be made about this equation. First, if M is the number
of states of a character that form an ordered sequence, it is advised not to
make k larger than M - 2: since the largest "distance" d is M - i, if k is
made equal to M - i, no pair of states will receive the assignment o and this
character will not differentiate objects as adequately as it could. M is of
course the number of real states of the character, at the exclusion of state K0,
which is never considered in a partial similarity measure.
A discontinuous gradation can be shown in ordered or semi-ordered
characters. An example of a semi-ordered character would be the dimension
of the eggs produced by various fishes, in which k is made equal to I:
K1 = up to .7 mm in diameter,incl.
K.2= largerthan.7, up to 1.3 mmincl.

Ks = largerthan1.3 up to 1.5mmincl.

K4= largerthan1.5mm

K1= (voidstate)
K6= not logicallyapplicablebecauseit is a male

Ko = eggs not observable(young specimenor not in season).

Note the difference between K6 and Ko. The state o of a character, which
means "no information available", is never included in the computation of
a partial similarity, that is to say that n(Ki, Kj) = o if either i or j is o.
Accordingly, an exception has to be made to rule 2 above: when d = o and
i = o, then n(Ki, Kj) = o, instead of i. The introduction of a void state K5
was necessary because K6 should not be made partially similar to K4. With
a void state in K5 and k = i, the partial similarity measure will be calculated
only between states i and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4. If k had been 2, two void
states would have had to be created. The same trick can be used whatever
the reason is to limit the partial similarity to certain states. Another method
to obtain the same result would be to consider this character as one of type 3
below.
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The general formula for the similarity measure between objects a and b now becomes
n (K(a), K(b))
I
all charactersK
S(a, b) = total numberof characters
where n(K(a), K(b)) is the similarity value calculated between objects a and b for
characterK.
A partial similarity was defined on character 6 of the example, with k = I; k = o
for the other characters.The similarity S(284, 377) between objects 284 and 377 of the
example would be calculated as follows:
Characters

Objects
284

k

n(K(z84), K(377))
377

=

o

2

2

2 k =

I.0

o

2

2

I.0

3 k = o
4 k =o
k = o
6 k =

I

I

I

7 k = o
8 k =o
9 k = o
io k = o
o
I1 k
12 k = o
I3 k = 0
14 k = 0
o
15 k

5
2
3
2
6
I
4
3

I
4
3

2

2

2
I
3

2
I
I

2
4

3

.oo
I1.oo
1.oo

0.40

0.00
o0.00
I.00
I.00
I.00
I.00

I.OO
I.00

0.00

S(284, 377) = 11.40 / I5 = 0.76000

In a characterof type 3 (matrix character)the states are not logically
ordered,but some pairs of objectsin non-identicalstates are judged by the
worker to be more similar to each other, accordingto this character,than
some other pairs of objects in another pair of states. In this instance,it is
necessaryfor the worker to make a judgementand decide the value that
n(Ki, Kj) takes for each pair of states Ki and Kj, except for the state Ko,
"missinginformation",which has a similarity of o with all the other states.
I) This value still has to be between o and I. 2) When i = j, this value has
to be I. 3) If Ki or Kj describesthe logical inapplicabilityof characterK,
then the assignmentshouldbe o, except when i = j.
Character 14 of the example is a type 3 character. It describes the petiole color as
follows:
K1 =
K2 =
=
K•
K4 =

red
greenish red
reddish green
green

The similarity assignment made by Rogers and Fleming (1971) for the
various pairs of objects to which the various states of this characterhave
been attributedis best representedby half of a matrix, the other half being
symmetrical:
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&K

Ka

K2

K1

K4

I.00

K2

.75

Ks
K4

.25

I.oo
.75
.25

0.00

I.oo

.75

I.00

The similarityS(I32, 242) between objects 132 and 242 of the example would be calculated
as follows:
Characters

Objects
132

I

k=o

type

I

I

2 k=o type I

3 k=o type I
4 k=o

type I

5 k=o type I
6 k=i type 2
7 k=o type I
8 k=o type I
9 k=o type I
Io k=o type I
ii k=o type I
12 k=o type I
13 k=o type I
14 k=o type 3
15 k=o type I

n(K(132), K(242))
242
i

I.00

3

3

I.00

I

I

I.00
I.00

I

I

2

2

3

2

0.40

I
6

3
6

0.00
I.00

2

2

I.00

2

3

0.00

4

4
3
I
3
3

1.00oo
0.00

2

I
4
3

I.0

I.00
0.75
I.00
S(I32,

242)

=

i1.15

/

I5

=

0.74333

The similarityassignmentsin a type 2 charactercan also be treatedin the
same way, if the worker considersthe similarity assignmentsgiven by the
formula, and shown in Table X, as not satisfactory.The similarityassignments in a type i character,on the other hand, can always be represented
by a matrix in the form
K1

K2

KK3

K4

K1

I

K2

o

I

Ka

0

0

I

K4
Ka

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

Ks

It is easy to see that more than N + i levels of similarity can be engenderedby a type 2 or a type 3 character,althoughthe actual numberof levels
remainsusually small.
The secondsophisticationaddedto the formulagiving the similarityvalue
is one that causes the similarityvalue to be calculatedonly on the characters for which the informationis available for the two objects compared.
Indeed,the taxonomistoften has to work with preservedspecimens,some of
which may lack informationabout one or a few characters.If the overall
similarity between objects is computedwithout taking this into account,
every missingpiece of information about an object will unduly lower the
similarity values of comparisonsinvolving this object. This is the problem
with many similarity measures.Instead, it is more practical to calculate
the overall similarityof a pair of objectsonly on those charactersfor which
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informationis present,forgettingthe charactersfor which one or the other
objectof the pair has been coded in state Ko, "no informationavailable".
This can be done by establishingthat N(a,b) (K) is i if and only if K(a) =
Ko, or K(b) = Ko, or both, that is to say when the state "no information
available"has been attributedto one of the objectsa or b, and N(a,b) (K) is
o in all the other cases.Then the modified formula describingthe similarity
between objects a and b can be written:
n (K(a), K(b))

I
S(a, b) =

all charactersK
(total numberof characters)-

N(a, b)(K)

all charactersK

This formula is the one used in the clusteringprogramexplained here.
The similarity measurescalculated between all the pairs of objects of
Table IX can be representedby the half-matrix shown in Table XI. The
other half of it is symmetrical,sinceS(a, b) = S(b, a).
TABLEXI. The similarity measurescalculated between all pairs of objects of table IX
(the other half of the table is symmetrical).
io8
o108
114
131

132
242

281
284
330
377
454

114

131

132

242

281

284

330

377

454

.00000ooooo

.49333 1.00000
.00000
.49333 .8oooo0000
.42667 .86667 .73333 1.00000
.31667 .67667 .67667 .74333 1.00000
.73333 .36000 .36000 .36000 .38333 I.00000
.82667 .46667 .46667 .40000 .31000 .76000 i.00000
.66667 .62667 1.oooo00000
.46667 .09333 .i6ooo .09333 .21667
.66667 .22667 .22667 .22667 .21667 .8oooo .76000 .73333 1.00000
.20000
.62667 .62667 .62667 .65ooo .26667 .16ooo .06667 .13333 1.00000

In the listing of similarityvalues correspondingto this table, which forms
the first part of the printout, the similarityvalue is given for each pair of
objects in the study, followed by the numberof charactersused in establishing this similarityvalue.
Before proceeding to the clustering, the computer has one more intermediatestep: orderingthe similaritymeasuresobtainedbefore,in decreasing
orderof similarity.This is done for the examplein Table XII. The formatof
this table is not the one followed by the computer:the presentationin a
table is simply better adapted to this paper. If some pairs of objects are
identical (S = I.ooooo) these pairs are presentedat the beginningof the
printout. The table does not presenteither the similaritybetween an object
and itself, which is obviously i.ooooo.
Clusteringprocedure
A definition of the clusterconceptwill be given first, then it will be shown
that this definition is in accordancewith the three general principles of
taxonomy developedin the introduction.
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TABLE XII. Ordered similarity ratios. The data of table XI are re-arrangedin decreasing
order of similarity.

Similarity

Pairsof objectssimilarat the givenvalues

.86667

(132, 114)

.82667

(284, io8)

.8ooo0000

(131, 114) (377, 281)

.76000

(284, 281) (377, 284)

-74333

(242,

values

?73333
.67667

132)

(132, 131) (281, io8) (377, 330)
(242, 114) (242, 131)

.66667

(330, 281) (377, ro8)

.65ooo

(454, 242)

.62667

(330, 284) (454, 132) (454, 114)
(454, 131)

?49333
.46667

(114, Io8) (131, Io8)
(284, 114) (284,131)

(330, io8)

.42667

(132, 0io8)

.40000

(284, 132)

.38333

(281, 242)

.36000

(281, 114) (281, 131) (281, 132)

.31667

(242, 108)

.31000

(284, 242)

.26667

(454,281)

.22667

(377, 14) (377, 132) (377, 131)

.21667

(330, 242) (377, 242)

.20000

(454, Io8)

.I6ooo

(330, 131) (454, 284)

.13333

(454, 377)

.09333

(330, 114) (330, 132)

.06667

(454, 330)
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andof objectswhichareinterconnected
A clusteris a set of connections,
at anygivenlevelof similarity,i.e., a groupof objectsfor whichthereexists
at leastonecontinuous
joiningall the objects.There
pathwayof connections
existsa connectionbetweentwo objects,at a given similaritylevel, if these
two objectsareat leastas similarto eachotheras the similaritylevel considered.The similarityvaluesfor the pairsof objectsare determinedby
usingthe equationdevelopedin the previoussection.
A clustercan be represented
by placingthe objectsanywherein a plane
at this level,
and drawinglinesbetweenthe objectsthat areinterconnected
suchas:
4
\\/
5_7>

2

7

6'--------8

Accordingto this definition,each object does not have to be connectedto
each of the others to be memberof the cluster. This fits many biological
cases, like a species modified along a cline, in which the extremes are not
very similar to each other, but they are connected through a pathway of
high similarity values. This is similar to the "single linkage" concept of
Sneath(I956).
A clustercan also be definedby the relationG,: for any pair of objectsa
and b in the study,
a G- b **-S(a,b)?>c
this is to be read: "a is connectedwith b at level of similarityc if, and only
if, the over all similarityvalue betweena and b is largerthan or equal to c".
c is a value between o and i, as previously. The propertiesof symmetry
and reflexivity of Go are clear, since aGeb t+ bGea, and aGoa always. This
is actually a reformulationof the secondpremiseof the introduction(ref. to
Section II, p. 591): every two objectsto which a similarityvalue at least as
large as c has been attributed,will be includedin the same cluster.Furthermore, all the objectsat least as similarto anotherone as c will be partitioned
into clustersat level c. The other objectsform single-memberclustersat this
level. A groupof clusterssuchas definedabove by the relationGo appliedto
the set U of objects in the study is technically called an undirectedgraph
(for more details, see a textbook of graph theory).
The notion of a Go-chain can now be introduced.A Go-chain is said to
exist from a to b if thereis a seriesof points di, d2,dS,. . ., di in U suchthat
aGod1 and dGod2 and d2God3and ... and diGob. The unique equivalence
relationRo can now be defined: aRob if and only if there exists a Go-chain
from a to b. This meansthat two objectsa and b will be in relationwith each
other at level c (will be in the same cluster) if there exists a connection
between them, a connection that can be establishedthrough other intermediate objects. In other words, Ro is a transitive Go. Ro is an equivalence
relationsince it has the following properties:
i) it is clearly reflexive: aRoa always since a Goa always;
2) since Go is symmetric,the Go-chains can be turned around, and then
NOVEMBER1972
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the existence of a chain from a to b implies the existence of a chain from
b to a;
3) if a Ge-chain exists from a to b and another exists from b to d,
then these two chains can be combined; consequently aRab and bRed implies
that aRed, or in other words the relation is transitive.
The result of this process is to group the objects in various clusters at any
given level of similarity. Consequently the relation Go defines a partition of
the objects at each level of similarity, as was required by premise i. Furthermore, the partitioning process is hierarchical when considered along the axis
of decreasing similarity, since the clusters will connect to each other as the
similarity value drops. At high similarity values, there are many clusters,
which become fewer and larger as the similarity value drops, finally attaining the point where there is only one cluster which includes all the
objects in the study. Furthermore, pairs of points which are in the same
cluster at high similarity value remain inseparable for all the lower similarity values.
If Go together with U is a graph, then each cluster is a connected subgraph.
A subgraph of (U, Go) is a subset of U, called V, together with the relation
Go restricted to the objects included in V. A subgraph (V, Go) is connected
if there exists a Ge-chain from a to b for all pairs of points a and b, which
are elements of V.
The C-values that will be used in the printout as principal markers are
defined as those values of similarity at which at least one of the clusters is
modified by addition of at least one new object. The C-values are the only
levels of similarity which will be considered in the clustering printout, but
internal connections arising between two C-levels will be recorded. A
connection is called external when it results in the addition of a new object
to the cluster, thus modifying the composition in objects of the cluster. An
internal connection is one that occurs, at a given similarity level, between two
objects that were both already members of the cluster. It modifies only the
composition in connections, by increasing the tightness of the connections
within the cluster. At every C-level, a measure of tightness of the connections
of each cluster will be given by a statement about the number of connections
actually formed in the cluster at this point, and about the maximum number
of possible connections which can be formed between the objects of the
cluster. If a cluster has M objects, the maximum number of possible connections is (M - I) + (M - 2) + (M - 3) +.-..+ 2 + I, which is equal to
M(M - I)/2 as can be easily proved by induction over M. The measure of
connectedness at each C-level can then be easily calculated: it is the ratio
of the number of connections actually formed at the given C-level, to the
maximum possible number of connections between the objects present in the
cluster.
A more sophisticated mathematical discussion of the principles involved
in the clustering process has been given by Estabrook (1966).
Every time a cluster is modified by addition of new objects, a measure of
isolation, called moat, is also given. It states how "long" on the axis of
decreasing similarity the worker will have to wait before the cluster will
be modified again by addition of new objects. The statement made on the
printout is of the kind: "MOAT = .o6667' NEXT PAIRS TO JOIN (284,
4 The
computing machine runs out 12 decimals, but it was arbitrarily chosen to use 5 of
them.
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(377, 284)" (level 2 in figure2) meaningthat the clusterwill be modified
only after .06667 units of similarity,and then the modificationwill consist
of the connectionof objects 281 and 377 to object 284 that was already a
memberof the cluster.
The moat can be thoughtof as a measureof stability as well as a measure
of isolation of the clusters. It can also be seen as an indirect measureof
isolationbetweenthe variousclustersformedby each of the partitionsof the
hierarchicalseries,at each C-value, thus applying premise3.
The clusteringprocesscan now begin. The first C-level is .86667. Table
XII says that the similarityvalue for the pair of objects( 32, 14) is .86667.
One cluster is formed at this level. The following data are given in the
printout (figure 2).
281)

CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP: I 14, 132

C-VALUE: .86667
CONNECTEDNESS:
M(M-I)

2x I -

I possible connection
The G1-chaindefining the equivalencerelation R1 is formed by the pair (I32, 114)
MOAT = .06667 NEXT PAIR TO JOIN (13I, 114)
I connectionformed /

2

-

2

This last piece of information means that it will take .06667 units of
similarity before this cluster gets modified. At .86667 - .06667 = .8oooo
units of similarity (level 3 in figure 2), object 131 will form a connection
with object I14.
At the end of each C-value, the printout shows how many objectsin the
study have not yet been included in a cluster. In the example, at the end
of the first level, this line is read: SINGLE MEMBER CLUSTERS (8),
which is followed by a list of these 8 objects.
Let us considernow level 6 of the example(figure2). Two clustersare presentat this level. For the first one, the following informationis given:
CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP: io8, 281, 284, 330, 377

C-VALUE: .73333
CONNECTEDNESS:
M(M-I)

_

8 connectionsformed (before,at and after the level; see below) /
Io possible connections
The equivalencerelation R6 is establishedby connecting the pair (377, 330)
INTERNAL CONNECTIONS AT (.73333) : (281, o08)

5x 4

INTERNAL CONNECTIONS AFTER (.73333) : (330, 281) (377, io8)
MOAT = .24000 NEXT PAIRS TO JOIN (114, io8) (I3I, io8)

The internal connectionsat the level, which is C6- .73333 in this case,
are those connections happening exactly at the given similarity level,
between pairs of objects that were already membersof the cluster. The
internal connectionsafter the level are those also happeningbetween pairs
of objectsthat were alreadymembersof the cluster,and occurringafter the
given level of similarity (C6
.73333 here) but before the next level of
here). It is interesting to know about these consimilarity (C7 = .6500ooo
nections, since they increase the tightness of the connectedness of the clusters
and can help in deciding about systematic questions. However, since the
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taxonomistis interested,at this stage of the game,in obtaininga clearpicture
of the partitions,then C-levels are recognizedonly when there is a change
in the object membershipof the cluster; internal connections occurring
betweentwo C-levels are listed with the activity of the superiorC-level.
Internal connectionsoccurringat or after the last C-level (C8 = .49333
in the example) are not listed, becausethere are usually too many of them
(24 of them, over a total of 45 connections,in the example:see Table XII),
and becausethey arenot taxonomicallyinteresting.This is why the clustering
processstops after all the objects in the study have been included in the
same cluster.
Data of figure 2 can be representedby drawing the correspondingsubgraphs, such as in figure 3 which shows the evolution of the clustering
procedurefor the example. The two clustersof level 7, which join at C8 =
.49333, correspondrespectivelyto parts of groups I and 14 in Rogers and
Fleming(1971).
One could draw a separatesubgraphfor thoseinternalconnectionsformed
between two consecutiveC-levels. However, it has been found more useful
to includetheseconnectionswith eitherthe subgraphof the superiorC-level,
or the one of the inferior C-level, designatingthem by a symbol different
from the one used for the internalconnectionsformed at the C-level, or not.
The decision is left to the worker, accordingto his needs, as it is the case
with all other mattersof graphicalrepresentation.
Variousgraphicalsymbolssuch as circles,boxes, etc. can be used to point
out someaspectsof the data (see, for instance,Pranceet al., 1969).
By enteringthe proper code on one of the parametercards, the worker
may obtain on the printout, after the actual clusteringof the objects, and
for each object in the study, a listing of the ten objects most similar to it,
with the correspondingsimilarityvalues. Such a listing can be useful in the
establishmentof the final taxonomic structure.A "skyline"plot, which is
also available, summarizesthe resultsof the clusteringprocessby showing
the clusters that were formed and the value of similarity at which they
occur. This plot also shows the objects' hierarchicalrelationshipand the
measureof isolation (moat) of each cluster. The ordinate is the similarity
scale,and the objectsare distributedon the abscissa.
Interpretation
The only generallyvalid statementthat can be made in this sectionis that
the resultsof the clusteringanalysisare an aid for the worker, helping him
to discern the taxonomic structureof the objects he studies. But it is a
powerful aid. How he will use these resultsis left to him. It dependsmainly
on the groupof organismswith which he is working.This sectionis intended
to give somehints - and not recipes- on how to use the printoutto the best
advantage.
Some groups of organismswill easily show their taxonomic structure,
simply by drawing the subgraphs.No program exists yet to draw these
subgraphs,for practicalreasonslike the size of the memoryof the machines.
But also it has beenthe experienceof the TaximetricsLaboratorythat I) the
subgraphscan be drawn in very many ways, dependingon the group of
organismsunder study, in order to carry the most information, and that
2) the worker learns very much about the classificationof his organisms
simply by drawing the subgraphs and thinking about the ways to make them
carry as much information as possible.
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Fig. 3: Subgraphsdrawn from the data of figure 2. Li: the various levels of similarity
considered. Ci: the various C-levels, followed by the value of similarity to which they
correspond.Each cluster drawn is cumulative of the activity of the previous levels. The
fraction shown on each arrow indicates the degree of connectednessof the cluster.
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It was mentioned in Section I that, depending on the attitude of the
worker,the groupof organismsunderstudy, and the knowledge the worker
has about the organismshe studies, it is possible to start a study by a
characteranalysis followed by a clusteringanalysis, or vice versa. It also
happensthat only one of these analysesgives enough informationto allow
the worker to make his classification,as it happensalso that none of these
analyses are necessary. Similarly, it can happen that a skyline plot will
give enough informationby itself, when in other casesit is not necessaryat
all. Someworkershave best used this pictorialvisualizationat the beginning
of the analysisof the clusterformation,othersat the end, as a complement.
In all cases, however, the moat values, given on the skyline plot as well as
in the clusteringanalysis,have been seen as of major importance,since they
measurethe degreeof isolationof the clusters.
In anothercase,the analysisof the numberof connectionsformedbetween
populationsof objects,at the various C-levels,hasbeenfoundto bea valuable
complementto the study of the subgraphs,allowing to give a "distance"
measurebetween the various taxonomic categories and between the taxa
involved in the study (Legendre,Schreckand Behnke,1972).
Anotherquestionof interestis: how differentdo species,or genera,have to
be? Thereis no preciseanswer to this question.It has been the experienceat
the TaximetricsLaboratorythat congenericspeciesare often 500o/0to 60o/o
similar to each other. The species level is often found around 750/0 of
similarity, and subspeciesaround 850/0similarity. Large departuresfrom
these values have also been found. It obviously depends on i) the group
of objectsconsideredand 2) how well the informationabout the objectsis
structured.If the charactersare chosenand subdividedinto characterstates
in such a way as to be consistentwith each other, the partitioning of the
objectswill be much easier,and the clusterswill be moreisolatedfrom each
other, thus causingthe similarityvalue that correspondsto each taxonomic
category to drop. The exaggerated use of partial similarities, with the
equation(type 2 character)or with matrices(type 3 character)producesthe
opposite effect, making more similar to each other objects that belong to
different taxa.
After the clusteringanalysis,it is always importantto bringthe geographical, cytological and ecologicaldata (when available) into the study, trying
to correlate the preliminarytaxonomic structurewith these data. This is
also the time to try to fit into the structurethose objects for which a large
amount of information is missing,or which are consideredas hybrids and
then were left out of the analysisin orderto clarify the structurefirst. Those
charactersthat were not consideredin the study for various reasons,such
as missinginformationfor many of the objects,and also other classifications
can be compared with the preliminary structure. This process has been
discussedby Rogersand Appan (1969).
One hasto be a biologistto make a biological classification,or a sociologist
to make a sociologicalone, since only a specialist(sensulato) can interprete
in the correct way the various attributes of the objects under study. An
advantage of biology over, for instance, geology, is that one knows that
there is a genetic basis for the similaritiesand dissimilaritiesobserved,and
thus there is hope to find a "natural"classification.But one does not have
to be a mathematician to understand and use the methods explained here;
by applying them, he will realize that they are intended to help him to
work according to his own mental process as a taxonomist.
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Availability of the programs
Available: Fortran IV listings, CHARANAL and Graph flow-charts.
At IBM: Graph, version of the program written for an IBM 7044 is available from
the ProgramInformationDepartment,IBM, 40 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N. Y.
10532. Library #3501.
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